Abstract. Let A be an /-algebra with unit and L, M be two topologically full /-modules on A. We prove that the space of A-linear operators L(,(L, M; A) is a Riesz space and we study the order properties of the adjoint operator from Lt (L,M;A) to 
Preliminaries
For the general theory of Riesz spaces we refer to the books [1] , [6] , [10] . We denote by Lb(L, M) the class of all order bounded operators from the Riesz space L into M and by the order bounded operators from L into itself.
will denote the Riesz space of order bounded linear functionals on L. An operator T : L -> M satisfying Tx _L Ty whenever x _L y is called a disjointness preserving operator.
Recall that 7r € Lb(L) is called an orthomorphism of L if x ± y in L imply that ir(x) J_ y. Orthomorphisms of L will be denoted by Orth(L). The principal order ideal generated by the identity operator I in Orth(L) is called the ideal centre of L and is denoted by Z(L). If L is an Dedekind complete Riesz space then Z(L) is the ideal generated by I in Lb(L) and Orth(L) is the band generated by I in Lf,{L).
Let A be a Riesz algebra (lattice ordered algebra), i.e., A is a Riesz space which is simultaneously an associative algebra with the additional property that a, b € A + implies that a • b € A + . An /-algebra A is a Riesz algebra which satisfies the extra requirement that a A b = 0 implies a-cA6 = c-oA6 = 0forallcG A+. If A is an Archimedean /-algebra, then A is necessarily associative and commutative. The collections Orth(L) and Z(L) are, with respect to composition as multiplication, Archimedean /-algebras with the identity mapping I as unit element.
Let us recall also that the order continuous part of the order bidual of an /-algebra A, can be made an /-algebra, extending the product in A, whenever A has seperating order dual. This is done as follows: is an /-algebra with the multiplication defined in step (3) above [5] .
Space of A-linear operators
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If A has an multiplicative unit e then the image e" of e in under the canonical embeding of A in is the multiplicative identity of with respect to Arens multiplication as defined in step (3) above.
Riesz spaces considered in this note are assumed to have point seperating order duals. Therefore, they will all be Archimedean.
Let A be an /-algebra with unit e and L be a Riesz space. L is said to be an left /-module over A right /-module over A is defined similarly. We shall only consider left /-modules from now on and these will simply be reffered as /-modules.
If L is an /-module over A then there exists a map p : A -> Orth(L) defined by p(a) = ira, where na(x) = a • x for each x G L. p is a unital algebra and Riesz homomorphisms. Conversely, if there exists such a map
An /-module over A is called c/-module if it has the following property: Condition (4) implies the order continuity of p : A -> Orth(L) and when L is Dedekind complete (1), (2) and (4) 
If L is an /-module over A then considering
together with the bilinear map
an (j4~)~ module structure on L~ and L~ is an /-module over [8] . Now we state some basic results used in our work. -» Orth(L~) is a positive algebra and Riesz homomorphism [8] .
^-linear operators DEFINITION 3.1. Let L,M be /-modules over A and T € Lb(L,M). T is called an A-linear map if T{a • x) = a • Tx for each a £ A and x £ L.
The set of A-linear maps will be denoted by Lb(L, M; A).
Let x € L be arbitrary and 0 < y < x. L is said to be topologically full with respect to A if there exists a net 0 < aa < e in A with aa • x -> y in cr(L, L~).
shows that L is an /-module over its centre. As L is assumed to be Archimedean, Orth(L) is also Archimedean and therefore commutative. So we have
(2) Let L be the Riesz space of all continuous piecewise linear functions We start by proving a theorem that will be used in the sequel. 
ip : Orth(L) Orth(L~)
is an injective algebra and Riesz homomorphism. We wish to prove a similar result for A-linear operators.
THEOREM 3.6. Let L, M be two topologically full f-modules over A. Th mapping ip : L b (L, M; A) -»• L b (M~, L~\ defined by ip(T) = T is an injective Riesz homomorphism.
Proof. For each a € A, x € L and / G we have
T(a" • f)(x) = a" • f(Tx) = a"(^T xJ ) = a"^x >ff ) = a" . T(f)(x).
Let F G By duality there is a net (a a ) in A such that a'^ -> F with respect to cr(( J 4~)~, A~)-topology. Since T is (a(M~,M),a(L~,L))-topology continuous and a" • f F• f with respect to cr(M~, M)-topology, we obtain
This implies that T is (A~)~-linear for each A-linear operator T. is order continuous. We can saymore about the order continuity of the map tp which is defined in the above theorem. 
p : Z(M) -»• Orth(L b (L, M; A)) 7r -> p(ir); p(*)(T) = ic-T, T e L b (L,M-,A).
The map p is an order continuous algebra and Riesz homomorphism from Z{M) into Orth(L b (L,M;A)). Now, by using Theorem 2.1 in [9] , we will show that the map p is one to one.
The so-called injective norm or greatest cross-norm on the algebraic tensor product of two Banach spaces X and Y, X QY, is defined by 
where n e Z(M), I is identity operator on L. It is clear that ||7r|| 0 = ||/©7r|| A . This yields t is one to one mapping. On the other hand, since p = q o t, we have that p is one to one mapping. Now, we can give characterization theorem for the centre of L b (L, M; A). 
TT^P(TT) : P(TT)(T) = IT -T for T E L B (L, M; A)
is an onto algebra and Riesz isomorphism. As 0 < H(T) < T and T disjointness preserving operator, there is IR T € Z(M), 0 < 7r r < / and tt t (T) = H(T) [1] Then
H(T) = S T • T = (S • e T ) • T = S • (e T • T) = S • T = p(S)(T)
which shows that p(S) = H. Hence p is surjective. • 
